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MUSIC
+ MOMENTS



That’s what has fueled our mission to develop truly revolutionary bone conduction 
headphones, with an open ear listening experience that brings powerful, dynamic audio 
without the traditional limitations. 

The power of our brand lies in a single key concept: be open. We understand the importance 
of staying connected—from your music to your moments—without compromise.

Since 2011, AfterShokz has been committed to innovating unconventional products and 
making situational awareness a priority. We span the globe, reaching from East Syracuse, 
New York, all the way to Shenzhen, China, joined together on a mission: to enhance lives 
through our technology.



Bone conduction technology
Delivers sound through cheekbones

OpenFit™ design
Nothing inside or covering ears

Lightweight titanium frame
Flexible and durable

Audrey Says™ 
Voice prompts

PremiumPitch+™ stereo sound
Dynamic audio and deep bass.

Sweat resistant - IP55 certified
Repels sweat and moisture

Wireless music and calls
Six hours of continuous play and talk

Additional features
LeakSlayer™ reduces sound leakage
Dual noise canceling mics minimize wind noise

Freedom for your ears.

Also available in a smaller size

Trekz 
Titanium



TREKZAIR
The next generation of bone conduction 
technology is what’s inside our lightest and most 
organically designed open ear headphones to date. 
We cut the bulk and used titanium everywhere 
possible to ensure they not only fit more securely 
but sound better too. Trekz Air are inspired by the 
demands of elite and aspiring athletes motivated 
by their music and their world.

WIRELESS BONE CONDUCTION HEADPHONES

FEATURES

COLORS

Open Ear Design 
Delivers comfort and awareness

New Antenna
Improved Bluetooth® connection

Wireless Connection
Bluetooth® V4.2

Complete 
Titanium Frame
Flexible and durable

PremiumPitch+™
Dynamic stereo sound and 
increased bass

Sweat Resistant
IP55 certified

Dual Noise 
Canceling Mics
Crystal clear calls

LeakSlayer™
Reduced sound leakage

6 Hours Music + Calls
Reliable battery life

Slate 
Grey

Midnight 
Blue

Forest 
Green

A 20% lighter build paired with a new organic design to increase comfort.
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Bone conduction technology 
Delivers sound through cheekbones

Wired connectivity
12 hours of play time

Priced for everyone
Low cost, premium quality

OpenFit™ design never blocks or covers ears
Unmatched situational awareness and zero ear fatigue

Sportz Titanium with mic

Make and take calls
Inline controls

Sportz Titanium 
with Mic



SPORTZ Titanium
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Bone conduction is a natural part of the hearing process—sound travels through your 
eardrums and bones simultaneously. We’ve taken the concept to the next level through 
a suite of proprietary audio technologies and design patents. 
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Our patented transducers create mini vibrations that travel through your cheekbones.

The sound bypasses your eardrums, traveling directly to your inner ears (cochlea).

A reinvented listening experience, through an open ear design. Premium audio, situational 
awareness and extreme comfort—second to none.

The result:

Bone Conduction Technology



Though initially designed to make situational awareness a priority by simply freeing our ears, greater benefits were 
eventually realized. Listening to directional cues through headphones while hearing ambient noise is providing persons 
with blindness a more comfortable stereo experience and increases independent mobility. For those living with hearing 
loss, enjoying music or hearing in stereo sound can be a challenging, discouraging, or even painful experience—but bone 
conduction may offer a solution.

The value of tuning in to music, calls and other audio without traditional sacrifices can be life changing. We’re honored 
we can contribute in some way.

Enhancing Lives





Join the #ShokzSquad
The word “safe” isn’t usually associated with fun. But we’re changing all that. Safety is our 

number one goal and our headphones allow you to never stop moving, never stop listening, 
and never stop adventuring. With open ear listening, you’ll never miss a moment or a beat. 

Come over to the safe side! #ShokzSquad



#beopen

aftershokz.com

AfterShokz @aftershokz @myaftershokz




